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Chair’s Introduction
This report covers the second year of the new scrutiny system that, due to central
government cuts, was reduced from six committees to one, with a third of the officer support.
Those huge central government cuts also resulted in great organisational churn that
damaged links between scrutiny and the administration.
Last May’s Ofsted judgement, that Lambeth’s children social services were ‘inadequate’,
criticised a lack of governance and underlined the need for effective scrutiny of the
borough’s services and decision making processes. This is even more important at a time of
further cuts, service changes and Brexit-related uncertainty.
As a scrutiny team we have been working hard to build the relationships and structures
needed for effective governance and we have made significant progress.
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee (OSC) chairs and officers meet fortnightly to discuss
issues and bring in other officers and executive members as required.
Helpfully the leader of the council took on cabinet/scrutiny liaison and the chief executive has
been very engaged and supported the OSC to scrutinise the relevant key performance
indicators for particular service areas.
This year our six formal OSC meetings looked at council strategy, contract management,
housing, budget and finance, community safety, public health and the community plan.
These meetings rotated around the borough’s five neighbourhoods and sought to engage
local residents by choosing locations and issues where we knew there was a local interest.
For example the contract management meeting was held in the Myatt Field’s North
community centre where we knew there were concerns about the way the private provider
running the estate was being held to account by the council. This approach enables
members and residents to have their voices heard, improvements made and wider lessons
to be learnt.
Pre-meetings enable councillors to examine draft papers, question officers and executive
members and ask for more information. Where relevant the scrutiny team also arranges site
visits to places like Brixton prison and Lambeth police headquarters before the community
safety meeting, for example. This builds councillor knowledge and relationships with
partners.
This has helped councillors spot problems and suggest solutions. Last year’s budget
meeting identified that the £20 million projected savings from integrating health and adult
social care were unrealistically optimistic and suggested that urgent remedial work should be
done. This turned out to be correct and we were able to follow up at this year’s budget
discussion.
In addition to planned meetings the team has had to manage a massive upsurge in ‘call-ins’
where a backbencher refers an executive decision for OSC consideration. In the last 12
months we have managed seven call-ins in contrast to just five during the entire last fouryear municipal term.
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Decisions called in include the vehicle maintenance contract, proposed redevelopment of
Cressingham Gardens estate, Loughborough Junction road closures and the proposals for
parks and libraries. These call-in meetings have created a lot of resident interest and many
recommendations have been made to, and taken up by, decision makers as a result.
Whilst it is important to enable retrospective backbench and resident scrutiny of executive
decisions it would be better if resident and backbencher engagement happened more
effectively before decisions are actually made.
For that reason the scrutiny team is diarising regular meetings with senior officers and
cabinet members to identify potentially difficult issues that would benefit from earlier scrutiny.
The proposed public health cuts are a good example of where this has been done well, with
the cabinet member proactively engaging scrutiny early on in order to examine and make
suggestions to proposals early on in the process. If this approach is replicated across the
council then better, more inclusive, decisions should result with better outcomes and less
risk of judicial review or call-in.
Scrutiny has also supported a number of policy commissions where backbenchers can
examine a particular area in greater depth. Commissions concluded this year include
Healthier High Streets and Resident Engagement in Housing whilst commissions on
education, improving children’s social services, accessibility of council services, parking and
jobs are ongoing. We are also part of the NHS South East London joint scrutiny work on
proposed changes to the region’s health services and the mental health ‘place of safety’
arrangements.
Nearly every councillor has been involved in scrutiny work in some way and total public
attendance at scrutiny events over the year was around 500 people – double that of
2014/15. We also doubled attendance last year so in effect we have quadrupled resident
attendances at scrutiny meetings in two years despite far fewer resources.
I am grateful to our all council officers who have supported us particularly Elaine Carter and
Gary O’Key and to all councillors for their support, particularly the vice chairs Jacqui Dyer,
Matt Parr and Nigel Haselden. Special thanks to Nigel, who stepped down at the end of the
year, after making a great contribution. His successor Andy Wilson has got off to an
excellent start and we look forward to playing an even bigger role in supporting Lambeth
residents in what promises to be a turbulent year ahead.
Cllr Ed Davie
Chair, Overview and Scrutiny Committee
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1. Context
This report provides an account of the activities of the Overview & Scrutiny Committee
(OSC) and its commissions during the 2015-16 municipal year. For reporting purposes, this
covers the period from June 2015 to May 2016 inclusive.
2. Introduction: the scrutiny process and structure in Lambeth
The purpose of scrutiny and the activities undertaken by scrutiny councillors is to enable
members who are not part of the Executive to engage with and influence the policy
development and decision-making of the council. They do this by reviewing or scrutinising
decisions made by the council (and by some key partners), by contributing to the
development of strategies and policies, and by making reports and recommendations on
matters which are the responsibility of the authority or which affect the local area.
Scrutiny provides backbench members with the opportunity to question cabinet members,
senior officers and other statutory partners on their proposals and hold them to account for
their decisions and for the delivery of anticipated outcomes. Additionally, through
commissions, scrutiny councillors undertake in-depth investigations on specific issues and
can make recommendations to support the ambitions of the authority. Scrutiny also seeks to
involve the public and provide a voice for local people on the local issues that affect them or
may be of concern.
In recognition of the significant changes the council has undergone, at the end by the
previous council administration in 2014 it was agreed that Lambeth’s scrutiny arrangements
be amended to better reflect the changes to the structure of the council and Lambeth’s move
to a cooperative commissioning council.
Accordingly a new arrangement for overview and scrutiny in Lambeth came into effect at the
annual meeting of Council on 4 June 2014. The basis of the new model is the establishment
of a single Overview and Scrutiny Committee which is responsible for the statutory scrutiny
functions including health scrutiny and crime and disorder scrutiny (effectively encompassing
the remit and responsibilities of the previous Overview and Scrutiny Committee and its five
sub-committees) and a more enhanced use of task and finish groups (‘scrutiny
commissions’).
2015/16 has been the second year of the new arrangements, which also resulted in officer
support for the Scrutiny function being reduced. However, in spite of the challenges posed
by this reduction in capacity, the volume of scrutiny activity undertaken in 2015/16 has been
considerable.
Terms of reference and operational arrangements for overview and scrutiny are set out in
the council’s constitution (Part 3, Section 6). This explains that the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee is responsible for overseeing and scrutinising the whole range of the Authority’s
functions and responsibilities, as well as other public service providers’ work and its impact
on the local community. The committee’s remit also extends to all matters which impact on
the economic, social and environmental wellbeing of those who live, work, and study or use
services in the borough.
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Alongside the constitutional remit, outline meeting themes were established for the six
scheduled Overview and Scrutiny Committee meetings in 2015/16, enabling the committee
to focus the bulk of each meeting on a particular area or set of cohesive priorities; however,
in order to ensure a more flexible approach, a portion of the meeting was sometimes
retained for other items of interest. The outline themes for 2015/16 comprised: Council
Strategy; Contract Management; Housing; Budget and Finance; Crime and Disorder; and
Public Health budget and service change proposals (alongside the Community Plan). The
committee has also had an aspiration for a stronger focus on performance information to
inform scrutiny activities and alongside each themed item the relevant PIs and outcomes
have been provided to support discussion.
In addition to the standard Overview and Scrutiny Committee calendar of meetings, the
2015/16 municipal year also saw a sharp increase in the number of “call ins” – a mechanism
whereby key decisions made by Cabinet or individual Cabinet members are scrutinised by
the committee at the request of any member of the Council – with seven such meetings
taking place. Issues called in for further consideration by OSC this year have been extremely
varied and include the redevelopment of the Cressingham Gardens estate, a road closure
scheme in the Loughborough Junction area, and the Council’s Culture 2020 programme,
which contained proposals for parks and libraries. Levels of public interest and engagement
in these call in meetings have hit hitherto unprecedented levels and many recommendations
have been made to, and taken up by, decision makers as a result. More details of the call in
meetings held in 2015/16 can be found in section 7 of this report.
3. Membership
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee (OSC) comprises nine councillors plus education coopted members (who may vote only on education issues). OSC has a chair and three vicechairs. Each vice-chair leads on a particular outcome theme (which reflect the Cabinet
portfolio teams), with the chair providing strategic direction and leading on any other areas
not included within the vice-chair remit. The holders of these posts for the 2015/16 municipal
year were:





Cllr Ed Davie - Chair
Cllr Jacqui Dyer – Vice Chair (Community Wellbeing)
Cllr Nigel Haselden – Vice Chair (Neighbourhoods, Environment and Sustainability)
Cllr Matt Parr – Vice Chair (Housing, Jobs and Investment)

The chair and the three vice chairs plus the minority group appointed member, Cllr Tim
Briggs, comprised the five standing members of the committee. Four majority group
members drawn from the pool of non-executive members of the council were appointed for
each scheduled OSC and according to the meeting theme. In varying the membership
meeting-to-meeting councillors with specific areas of interest or expertise were able to bring
their knowledge to OSC’s deliberations subject to the topic under review.
4. Work planning
The chair and vice chairs established regular fortnightly meetings in 2015/16 in order to
provide a steer on operational issues and work planning, as well as discussing more
strategic matters concerning the scrutiny function. This was done in light of the following
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principles underpinning the Overview and Scrutiny Committee and the commissions it
sponsors:
-

Be independent from the administration and stakeholders;
Be as accessible and inclusive of everyone in the borough;
Enable decisions to be challenged constructively;
Strive for better services that produce the best outcomes;
Base its decisions and recommendations on the best evidence available;
Follow up its recommendations.

The changing OSC membership and the themed approach continued to present some
challenges on how best to secure the engagement of different members on a meeting-bymeeting basis and ensure that all had an opportunity to determine and ‘own’ the scrutiny
agenda. However, this being the second year of such arrangements, continuity of
membership across particular themes from the previous municipal year was ensured where
possible and members were able to follow up on their recommendations from 2014/15 to
track progress. Pre-meetings also continued to be held prior to each scheduled OSC at a
stage that could seek the input of all councillors appointed for that theme. In addition to this,
relevant site visits were arranged where appropriate as a pre-scrutiny opportunity to further
understand issues, meet with partners and explore matters which might not be covered in
the limited time available at the formal session.

Scrutiny councillors meeting the Chair of King’s College NHS Foundation Trust
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Councillors, officers and partners were also invited to suggest matters which could benefit
from a more detailed review and for follow up through a short-life scrutiny commission.
2015/16 saw the instigation of a number of commissions, some of which were signed off with
a report and action plan at Cabinet, while others are still ongoing. Further details can be
found in section 8 of this report.
5. Public engagement
An aspiration in 2015/16 was to build on the levels of public involvement in overview and
scrutiny and hear directly from more members of the public on their experiences of the
issues under scrutiny to help inform debate and committee deliberations/recommendations.
The closure (for redevelopment) of the Council’s Town Hall, along with the constraints in
terms of meeting time presented by the single-OSC scrutiny structure, meant it was again
appropriate to take scrutiny out of central Brixton and for the committee to hold its meetings
in locations around the borough.
During the year OSC met in each of the five neighbourhoods in Lambeth. In addition to the
formal OSC session, informal advisory sessions were held at several of the neighbourhood
venues in the hour preceding committee when members of the public could come along to
talk with councillors, officers and partners on matters associated with the meeting theme,
raise matters informally and obtain advice.
In most instances external meetings were well attended so creating a greater awareness of
scrutiny and strengthened community engagement whilst also providing scrutiny councillors
with citizens’ perspective on the issues, proposals and performance information being
presented to OSC by cabinet members, officers and partners.
Total public attendance at scrutiny events over the year was around 500 people – double
that of 2014/15. This was a particular achievement and a reflection of the key role played by
the scrutiny process in ensuring sound decision making and holding service providers to
account.
2014/15 also saw the introduction of audio broadcasting of Overview and Scrutiny meetings,
allowing anyone who cannot make the meeting to listen live or after the event via the
Council’s website.
6. The Overview and Scrutiny Committee
The committee held six scheduled meetings in 2015/16, as well as seven call in meetings.
Key issues that the committee considered during the year are set out below. Full details of
reports and minutes of the meetings can be found by visiting:
http://moderngov.lambeth.gov.uk/mgCommitteeDetails.aspx?ID=113



Meeting theme: Council Strategy (July 2015)

The first OSC meeting of the year occurred a few months after the Council’s new Chief
Executive, Sean Harriss, took up his post, and was therefore a good opportunity for the
political and officer leadership to outline their priorities for the coming year (articulated via
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Lambeth’s Community Plan 2013-16). As well as providing an opportunity for scrutiny
members to question the Leader and the Chief Executive on the challenges faced by the
Council and how these might best be mitigated, this session also helped the committee plan
its work programme to ensure the focus of scrutiny work 2015/16 was aligned with, and
supported the furtherance of, the administration’s outcome priorities: making the borough
cleaner and greener; building safer and stronger communities; and recognising the
importance of investment, while trying to ensure inequality was tackled. Improving children’s
services was a particular priority while housing was a key factor in all three outcomes.
The budget situation and resultant challenging savings targets were examined, though it was
noted also that many opportunities for investment and growth existed in Lambeth. Members
queried how success would be tracked given that there seemed to be a lack of meaningful
performance data to assess progress against the Council’s priorities, and were informed that
work was underway to instigate a quarterly corporate performance report which would report
to Cabinet and could also be the subject of routine scrutiny challenge. The importance of
good communication between the committee, officers and members was highlighted.
The Social Value Policy and Guidance were also scrutinised, with members questioning
officers on how best to use the levers it had to maximise social return on investment.
This meeting also took progress updates on recommendations made by OSC at the
February 2015 budget meeting and members challenged those responsible to look at ways
of addressing the levels of agency staff in the organisation as well as making the necessary
savings in public health whilst minimising impact.


Meeting theme: Contract Management (October 2015)
Neighbourhood venue: North Lambeth

At its October meeting OSC focussed on contract management in Lambeth - how the council
monitors and performance manages delivery of its major contracts (both service contracts
and capital projects). It dovetailed the strategic scrutiny of contract management with live,
practical examples. OSC met at Myatts Field Estate which had been refurbished under PFI
and the committee meeting was preceded by an informal session enabling residents to
highlight their experience of the contract and inform the scrutiny discussion. The committee
also followed up on its ‘clean and green’ scrutiny from 2014 by looking at delivery of a key
service contract - waste management/Veolia – as well as progress with the implementation
of the Enviro Crime Scrutiny Commission recommendations
Arising from the experience of Myatts Field North residents who highlighted a range of
problems and concerns connected to the estate development, the committee recommended
that resident involvement in contract management needs to be more robust and their
feedback help determine whether a contract is being delivered competently and fulfilling
contractual requirements. The committee also focussed on the contract management
framework that underpins council activities and made recommendations on the need for
broader assurances on matters such as imposition of financial penalties, transparency in
performance expectations, greater oversight and clearer accountabilities when major
schemes cover a multiplicity of projects, and the importance of equipping staff with the skills
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and competencies to manage large scale contracts. The committee agreed future follow up
on these matters to review progress.


Meeting theme: Housing (December 2015)
Neighbourhood venue: Streatham

The committee’s December meeting was themed largely around housing issues, including
examining progress on key manifesto pledges, discussing central government policy
developments and the impact of these on delivering Lambeth’s housing strategy, and taking
an update report from the Resident Involvement in Housing Commission (see also section
8), including its draft recommendations.
Members questioned the Cabinet Member for Housing and senior officers on learning from
previous estate regeneration schemes which had experienced difficulties. It was
acknowledged that progress had been made and that learning from the Resident
Involvement in Housing commission had been particularly useful in shaping engagement
mechanisms and key guarantees.
The threats posed by initiatives such as the forced sale of high value council homes and the
1% cut in social rents were discussed, with members voicing concerns over the likely impact
on housing stock.
An update on the Loughborough Junction experimental road closures scheme (see also
section 7) was also reported to the committee and members made recommendations
regarding embedding co-design and improving consultation in future such schemes to avoid
the problems encountered.


Meeting theme: Budget and Finance (February 2016)
Neighbourhood venue: Brixton

Scrutiny of the revenue and capital budget 2016/17 – 2018/19 was undertaken at OSC in
February 2016. The committee made a number of observations and recommendations to
cabinet. These were accepted by cabinet at its budget setting meeting; the committee
proposes to follow up on implementation in 2016/17 in conjunction with the July financial
review:
1. The committee notes that at March 2015, Lambeth had one of the lowest level of
reserves in comparison to net revenue expenditure of all the inner London boroughs.
The committee notes Lambeth’s outlier position to other comparable boroughs and
seeks assurance from the Cabinet that the council has a level of reserves to proceed
safely.
2. The committee acknowledges the need for agency staff to supplement the permanent
workforce when required and also understands the changing nature of employment,
particularly in London, and individual preferences for flexible employment especially
among younger generations. However a permanent contracted workforce is desirable.
The committee notes that the Council still has high numbers of temporary/agency staff
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and recommends that Cabinet remain vigilant on this matter and ensure that Lambeth
maintains as stable a workforce as possible.
3. The committee notes senior officer advice about how the redundancy and enhanced
severance scheme is being managed, however the committee also wishes to reiterate its
principle concern on the need to retain good quality staff to ensure the Council can
deliver on its priorities.
4. The committee notes the overspend in the Temporary Accommodation budget and
seeks further clarity on how the Council is managing the rise in homelessness and the
Temporary Accommodation Strategy, and in particular what consideration is being given
to the purchase of property in less expensive London boroughs.
5. The committee notes the funding gap in bringing all homes up to the Lambeth Housing
Standard. The committee seeks further information on the implications for residents and
for the LHS programme, and how the authority will address the investment gap. The
committee would also welcome a more detailed breakdown on status and figures
(including information by ward if possible) of the LHS e.g. where we are in the
programme, numbers of properties completed and those outstanding.
6. The committee notes that anticipated savings in relation to health and social care are
behind in delivery. Whilst much good work is progressing on integration, the committee
also notes that cuts in NHS funding and associated pressures are slowing down the
integration agenda. The committee wishes to follow up further on this matter at its
scheduled meeting on 12 May 2016.
7. The committee notes with regret the ending of the shared Lambeth/Southwark Public
Health arrangement. This runs contrary to the council’s wider objectives for partnership
working and is concerned that this indicates a move in the wrong direction for future
aspirations.
8. The committee is concerned about the headlines for the new funding formula for schools
and its potential impact on Lambeth schools. The committee recommends that the
council actively lobby the DfE and government, including working with London Councils
and with colleagues from other political parties, to avert the predicted negative impact of
how the new funding formula could hit inner London schools. The committee notes and
welcomes the Deputy Leader (Policy)’s comments that lobbying on this matter was
underway.
9. The committee requests that lease negotiations for the “early adopter” youth and play
schemes (phase 1 of the programme) be concluded as soon as possible so that
voluntary and community organisations taking on those services have security about
how they will proceed.
10. The committee welcomes the proposal by the Deputy Leader (Finance and Investment)
for an agreed protocol arrangement with OSC to ensure the committee has a systematic
and active role in budget and financial planning oversight, in conjunction with the
Community Plan, and engagement at a time that is timely and meaningful. The
committee additionally requests that the Budget Monitor and Savings Tracker be
provided to scrutiny.
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Meeting theme: Safe and Secure (Crime and Disorder) (March 2016)


Neighbourhood venue: Norwood

The March meeting was the committee’s annual crime and disorder meeting and scrutinised
the work of the Safer Lambeth Partnership (SLP) and Youth Offending Service (YOS). In
order to maximise engagement from partners and appointed members, visits were arranged
in the lead up to the meeting, both to the local police station to meet with the Borough
Commander’s deputy, and to Brixton Prison to meet the Governor and undertake a tour.
These visits were extremely informative and enabled members to question key members of
the SLP on the challenges they faced and what could be done to address them.
During the meeting itself, the lead item was the progress made by the YOS following
successive poor inspection reports. Members asked challenging questions of the Cabinet
Member and service heads around staffing levels, referrals to related services such as
children’s social care and Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS), and
addressing the disproportionality of certain demographics in youth offending figures,
including black males and looked after children, around which a number of
recommendations were made. The newly appointed Independent Chair of the YOS
Management Board also attended to introduce himself to members and take questions on
his vision for improving the service. The findings of the Black Health and Wellbeing Scrutiny
Commission, which reported in the previous municipal year, were highlighted as being
particularly pertinent to the shortcomings identified.
The committee also received the annual performance update from the SLP and put
questions to the Metropolitan Police Borough Commander and the Council’s Chief
Executive, as co-chairs of the SLP, on the partnership’s priorities and challenges. Members
highlighted an upturn in youth violence, changes to the way hate crime was dealt with in
terms of staffing, and probation arrangements in the borough as key issues and asked for
further information and reassurance that these were being addressed.
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Scrutiny councillors on a visit to Brixton Prison as part of preparations for the crime and disorder meeting



Meeting theme: Community Plan / Public Health (May 2016)


Neighbourhood venue: Clapham

The council faced a significant in-year cut to its Public Health grant by the Department of
Health which necessitated a package of savings to achieve a balanced budget. The headline
savings proposals were considered by OSC at its May meeting as part of wider stakeholder
consultation. The committee questioned on the risks to services covering sexual health, HIV,
substance misuse and health visiting. In noting the work being done to minimize the impacts
and the close working with partners, the committee signaled its regret that the council was
being required to make cuts to preventative services which deliver longer term positive
outcomes and produce savings further down the line; it recorded that any further cuts from
an upcoming public health funding formula would compound the situation and increase the
strain on pressurised public health services.
The committee also questioned the Leader of the Council and the Chief Executive on the
strategic objectives and priorities being developed for the new Community Plan, how the
specifics of the Plan would be developed with partners, community stakeholders and
residents, and the delivery of tangible and measurable outcomes. In particular the committee
stressed the need to bridge the engagement gap with some communities who felt their
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needs were not understood or heard and those most disadvantaged or over-represented in
key services to benefit future outcomes.
7. Call Ins
As stated above, 2015/16 saw seven OSC call in meetings held, during which eight separate
key decisions taken by the Executive were examined:


Decision: Vehicle Maintenance Contract (Managed Service Provision) (June 2015)

The first call in of the year came from the chair of OSC, Cllr Ed Davie, who sought
examination of the award of a Vehicle Maintenance Contract. He cited that there were
inconsistencies in the invitation to tender between the approaches used to assess social and
commercial value, and the closeness of the scoring between the first and second placed
bidder needed oversight to ensure the process was scrupulously fair.
At the meeting Cllr Davie raised issues on the scoring for social value and for locality, the
pricing-in of employment and training of apprentices, the associated disincentive for such
companies that do so if this is not considered (and particularly where a company may be
offering opportunities to people who are far from the jobs market), and how bidders stated
commitments on taking on apprenticeships are applied in fact. The level of rigour to
investigate tenderers history and viability was also raised.
The committee put questions to the Cabinet Member for Finance and Investment and
decided not to refer the decision back for re-consideration. However it requested that the
Cabinet Member report back to the committee on a number of the issues raised by the call in
including consideration on weightings given to headline criteria such as community benefits
and locality and building EIAs into the council’s procurement process to better support
delivery of council outcomes.


Decision: Experimental Road Closures in the Loughborough Junction and
Myatt’s Field Neighbourhoods (July 2015)

In June 2015 the Cabinet Member for Environment and Sustainability approved the
recommendations of a decision report seeking approval of a series of road closures aimed at
reducing through traffic and facilitating pedestrian zones in the Loughborough Junction area
(with cycle and bus access largely maintained). This decision was subsequently called in by
Councillor Matt Parr, who cited concerns over the possible creation of “rat runs” in
surrounding streets, the potential impact on businesses in the road closure zone, and
perceived deficiencies in the consultation process which had given rise to some local ill
feeling. He also highlighted what he saw as a lack of adherence to cooperative principles;
whilst it was generally acknowledged that the Loughborough Junction area needed
improvement, there seemed to have been a failure to involve local people in seeking a
community-led solution to address traffic problems in the area and create a vision for a new
town centre.
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The decision was scrutinised at a meeting of OSC in July, which many local residents
attended, several of whom addressed the committee.
In examining the decision, committee members decided not to refer it back to the Cabinet
Member for reconsideration but put forward a number of recommendations aimed at
addressing the concerns which had been articulated. These included the need for clearer
success criteria on which to assess the experimental road closure scheme, more
comprehensive and ongoing consultation with key stakeholders, and an interim assessment
which would lead to the cessation of the scheme in the event of serious negative impact on
local businesses.


Decision: Homes for Lambeth – A Special Purpose Vehicle for Lambeth
(November 2015)

In October 2015 Cabinet approved recommendations for establishing ‘Homes for Lambeth’,
a special purpose vehicle to facilitate investment and development in new housing that
meets the needs of Lambeth’s current and future residents. Cllr Scott Ainslie called in the
decision citing lack of financial due diligence, an unnecessary complex structure, inadequate
time for proper consideration at cabinet and insufficient assessment of risk.
OSC considered the call in on 10 November and after questions to the Cabinet Member for
Housing and officers on the issues raised the committee agreed no further action was
required.


Decision: Culture 2020 (November 2015)

Cabinet approved the recommendations of the report Culture 2020 at its October meeting.
This followed a consultation earlier in the year and set out how the council intended to
navigate the next four years for the cultural services it provides or helps facilitate in the
borough including libraries, parks and open spaces, sports and the arts more generally. Two
call-in’s in respect of Culture 2020 were received – from Cllr Tim Briggs and from Cllr Scott
Ainslie – which focussed on the proposals effecting the libraries service and parks and open
spaces. The councillors raised in particular the proposal for healthy living centres operated
by GLL in (former) libraries, and which had not been part of the original consultation,
amongst their reasons for calling in the decision.
There was a strong public lobby at the call in meeting and public speakers, including the
chairs of Friends of Lambeth Libraries and Lambeth Parks Forum, were given the
opportunity to state their views. After robust questioning to the Cabinet Member for
Neighbourhoods and officers and to Cllr Briggs and Cllr Ainslie, the committee agreed not to
refer the matter back to Cabinet but to highlight a number of matters for consideration and
response. With reference to libraries the committee noted that key groups use libraries more
and requested further consideration of impacts and potential mitigations; that viable
alternatives to deliver the libraries service in the available financial envelope be further
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explored, and the need to provide clarity on the balance between library provision and
fitness services under the GLL model. Re Parks, the committee sought assurance that the
level of park and green spaces maintenance would be sufficient. Cabinet received OSC’s
commentary and responded to these issues.


Decision: Grounds Maintenance Services; Delivery Model Evaluation
(January 2016)

In December 2015 a call in was received from Councillor Bernard Gentry in relation to a
decision taken by the Cabinet Member for Neighbourhoods, authorising an integrated inhouse delivery and management model for grounds maintenance services to parks and
open spaces (including cemeteries and crematoria). Councillor Gentry’s reasons for calling
in the decision centred on financial viability and included questions over staff-related costs,
demand-led items and maintenance. Concerns over a lack of transparency were also raised.
The committee heard from the Chair of the Lambeth Parks and Open Spaces Forum, who
supported the call in, as well as putting questions to the Cabinet Member and Director of
Strategy and Commissioning.
Though members decided unanimously to allow the decision to stand and did not make any
formal recommendations, there were a number of suggestions raised during the meeting,
including on the establishment of a parks charter, which were taken on board by the Cabinet
Member, and the meeting represented a positive example of constructive scrutiny.


Decision: Proposed Changes to the Lease held by Coin Street Community
Builders relating to Land on the South Bank (April 2016)

Three councillors representing Bishop’s ward – councillors Kevin Craig, Ben Kind and Jennie
Mosley -called in a decision relating to the Garden Bridge The call in was over a lease
variation decision made by the Cabinet Member for Regeneration, Business and Culture and
councillors cited their concerns on number of issues associated with the Heads of Terms:
the timing of the decision, lack of transparency, potential conflicts of interest for the council,
as well as lack of public consultation and financial guarantor.
At the meeting the chair made it clear that the call in dealt with matters covered by the
cabinet member decision, and was not about the Garden Bridge itself. Along with ward
councillors there was an opportunity for members of the public to speak and issues such as
the loss of community space, a need for greater working with residents and the council’s
decision making and delegation process were raised.
In response to questions the cabinet member and officers set out the context for the lease
variation, the discussions that were on-going, the view that correct process had been
followed including a rigorous planning application process, and local mitigations arising from
the opening of the bridge.
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The committee decided not to refer the matter back to the Cabinet member but did make
recommendations including that the development of policy and how the council took
decisions needed review and items of a highly sensitive or controversial nature needed fuller
political discussion and decision by more than individual cabinet members. More
collaborative engagement with the community and ward members was also recommended.


Decision: Investing in Better Neighbourhoods and Building the Homes we Need
to House the People of Lambeth: Cressingham Gardens Estate
I.
II.

August 2015
May 2016

Cabinet decisions about Cressingham Gardens Estate were the subject of two call-ins in
2015/16, both submitted by Cllr Scott Ainslie. The first was heard in August 2015 when OSC
was asked to consider the decision authorising the redevelopment of the entire Cressingham
Gardens estate. Cllr Ainslie set out three main reasons for calling in the decision – validity of
the test of opinion, viability assessment of finances, and architectural heritage.
Each of these matters were considered in turn by the committee and questions put to the
Cabinet Member for Housing. The meeting was well attended by residents who were given
the opportunity to speak on each matter along with Cllr Ainslie. After cogent debate the
committee decided not to refer the matter back but highlighted a number of matters for
consideration and sent written comments to Cabinet accordingly. These covered issues
around the test of opinion survey that had been undertaken; reviewing the principles of
consultation for regeneration schemes; greater clarity and transparency around financial
presentation and other information so all is clear and understood; addressing issues arising
from the EIA; and forward thinking about heritage and conservation issues. These were
considered by Cabinet in September and a response provided to OSC on the matters raised.
Following a judicial review of the original decision to redevelop the Cressingham Gardens
estate in 2015, Cabinet reaffirmed the decision at its March 2016 meeting. This was again
called in by Councillor Scott Ainslie and the resultant call in meeting was held in May 2016.
Councillor Ainslie raised concerns in three main areas: due diligence of financial information
by the Council; proper consideration of The People’s Plan (TPP) – an alternative plan for
regeneration devised by residents – and the potential removal of key rights and guarantees.
The meeting was full to capacity and many residents addressed the committee in support of
the points raised by Councillor Ainslie. Councillor Mary Atkins, a ward councillor for Tulse
Hill, where the estate is situated, expressed concern that the tone of the Save Cressingham
Gardens campaign inhibited some residents from becoming engaged in the process. OSC
also heard from and put questions to Councillor Ainslie, and to the Cabinet member for
Housing and council officers.
At the conclusion of the discussions and in coming to a decision, members of the committee
decided not to refer the decision back but highlighted six recommendations that they wished
to submit to Cabinet for consideration and comment. These included carrying out a thorough
“lessons learned” exercise at an appropriate juncture, taking into consideration the entire
Cressingham Gardens estate regeneration process dating back to 2012; taking on board the
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recommendations from the Resident Involvement in Housing Scrutiny Commission (see also
section 8), which had looked in depth at, and formulated several recommendations in
relation to, involving residents in estate regeneration; and consideration of the introduction of
a protocol setting out standards of conduct and behaviour, following on from Councillor
Atkins’ comments. Members also made specific recommendations on key rights and
guarantees, related to section 20 service charges and the monitoring costs of living on the
estate to ensure these did not become prohibitive, as well as seeking a commitment on
robust financial risk management.
The committee’s views were reported to Cabinet in June 2016 along with a response from
officers which took on board the recommendations made.
8. Scrutiny Commissions
In addition to the work of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee, scrutiny commissions
provide an opportunity for more detailed investigations of specific issues by a group of
councillors. Commission reports and recommendations are approved by OSC on completion
and then submitted to Cabinet (or relevant body) for consideration and action planning.
Below is an overview of commissions which formally reported during the year and those
which are currently in progress.
Healthier High Streets Commission
Following a hiatus linked to the change in scrutiny structure stemming from the 2014 council
elections, the Healthier High Streets scrutiny commission (set up at the request of the now
defunct Health and Adults’ Services Scrutiny Sub-Committee) reported its findings to
Cabinet in early 2016. The commission’s focus was on improving the lifestyle choices
available on the borough’s high streets and recommendations were made regarding off
licences, fast food outlets, payday loan shops and bookmakers to encourage businesses to
offer healthier choices while also calling for tougher regulation where it’s needed.
The commission sought to liaise with and influence policy makers throughout the course of
its work and as a result of this successful engagement a number of the recommendations
have already been adopted as council policy. It is further anticipated that the
recommendations which pertain to licensing will be taken on board when the Council’s
Statement of Licensing Policy next comes under review.
The commission’s report and recommendations were approved by Cabinet in March 2016
alongside an action plan; these can be found at:
http://moderngov.lambeth.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=225&MId=9379&Ver=4
Resident Involvement in Housing Scrutiny Commission
Membership: Cllr Jacqui Dyer (co-chair), Cllr Mary Atkins (co-chair), Cllr Anna Birley, Cllr
Amelie Treppass & Cllr Joanne Simpson; plus Cllr Matt Parr (advisory member) and three
resident co-optees
The Resident Involvement in Housing Commission, co-chaired by Cllr Jacqui Dyer and Cllr
Mary Atkins, was set up with the aim of examining best practice and formulating
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recommendations as to how this can be applied in Lambeth. Its core objective was to ensure
tenants and leaseholders are central in the decision making processes that inform
improvement in the delivery of housing works and services, as well as achieving value for
money and tenant and leaseholder satisfaction.
The commission looked into these issues in great depth, first carrying out desk-based
research to establish the legislative background and identify purveyors of best practice, and
subsequently holding evidence sessions at which questions were put to experts. Following
the evidence gathering process, draft recommendations were drawn up and tenants and
leaseholders in the borough were consulted via a variety of means, including a public
meeting, to shape the final findings.
The commission’s recommendations are grouped around a number of key issues: principles;
placing residents at the centre of the service; improving satisfaction and value for money;
improving the use of data, intelligence and insight; striving for excellence; organisational
culture and ethos; mechanisms and structures; and estate regeneration.
The commission reported its findings to OSC in March 2016 and its report and
recommendations were adopted by Cabinet in June 2016 along with an agreed action plan.
http://moderngov.lambeth.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=225&MId=9749
Education Scrutiny Commission
Membership: Cllr Ed Davie (co-chair), Cllr Max Deckers-Dowber (co-chair), Cllr Danny
Adilypour, Cllr Vaila McClure and Cllr Tim Briggs; plus two OSC education co-optees
The education scrutiny commission reviewing issues affecting children’s education
considered key education planning and performance information. The commission
responded to both member and officer interest that these matters be scrutinised to support
the council ambition to raise education performance and educational achievements in
Lambeth schools. The commission was co-chaired by Cllr Ed Davie and Cllr Max DeckersDowber and was held as a stand-alone session in June 2015.
The commission considered and questioned on the standards of pupils’ attainment and
progress being made at KS1, KS2, KS4 and KS5; inspection outcomes in Lambeth schools
over the preceding academic year ; how the Lambeth virtual school is supporting the
achievement of the boroughs looked after children; and delivery of the Special Educational
Needs and Disability Strategy.
In conjunction with pre-scrutiny of the annual pupil placed planning report, the commission
also considered a petition from Archbishop Sumner Primary School two-form entry campaign
for scrutiny of how Lambeth’s education department project demand for primary school
places in the north of the borough. The commission also heard representations from head
teachers of neighbouring schools on the damaging impact the ASB2FormEntry would have
on other local schools as evidenced by an earlier ‘bulge’ class. The commission accorded
with this latter view, but in doing so considered that there is a need for the council to be sure
that it is rigorous in its pupil planning and data projections and suggested that an external
body such as the LGA be commissioned to look at the rigour of the council’s data and pupil
planning projections.
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http://moderngov.lambeth.gov.uk/mgCommitteeDetails.aspx?ID=739
Equality Streets: Parking in the Livable City
Membership: Cllr Nigel Haselden (co-chair), Cllr Rob Hill (co-chair), Cllr Diana Morris, Cllr
Marsha de Cordova and Cllr Annie Gallop
A commission looking at parking-related issues in the borough, titled Equality Streets, held a
stakeholder summit in autumn 2015, drawing together experts, senior officers, councilors,
resident and business representatives, interest groups and the lead Cabinet Member. The
commission looked at the opportunities for configuring legislative, physical and financial
aspects of vehicle parking policy and practice to play a positive part in our town centres and
residential areas, in the context of the borough’s environmental priorities, future social needs
and equalities responsibilities.
The co-chairs, Councillor Nigel Haselden and Councillor Rob Hill, have since held a number
of meetings with senior officers to drill down further into certain aspects of policy and draft
recommendations have been established. It is anticipated that these will be formally reported
later in 2016 following a targeted stakeholder consultation, and that the findings will
complement the borough-wide review of controlled parking zones currently being carried out
to contribute to an evidence base for future policy review.
Future Jobs Commission
Membership: Cllr Matt Parr (chair), Cllr Danny Adilypour, Cllr Fred Cowell and Cllr Claire
Holland
Employment is a key priority for Lambeth’s residents and one of the top three priorities for
the administration. The Future Jobs Commission was established to follow up on issues
initially scrutinised at OSC and how the council maximises local employment through
regeneration and investment opportunities; the commission’s work also dovetails with OSC’s
general on-going interest in how the council is or might use its procurement activities and
capacity to realise benefits from contracts (and supply chains) and support delivery on
objectives around employment, and the inter-linked discussions on social value.
The commission is focussing in particular on how the council can help improve prospects for
people furthest from the jobs market; at its most recent meetings members heard from two
pilot programmes (Pathways to Employment and Working Capital) which focus on
supporting discrete cohorts of individuals into work, and considered what further partnership
work is needed to better deliver aspirations . The commission is intending to follow up on
supported employment with invitees from social enterprises and commercial enterprise.
Improving Children’s Services Commission
Membership: Cllr Ed Davie (chair), Cllr Jacqui Dyer, Cllr Ben Kind, Cllr Liz Atkins, Cllr Louise
Nathanson and Cllr Michelle Agdomar
The commission was set up in response to the Ofsted inspection of Lambeth’s children’s
services and the safeguarding board and to support improvement of the service and
governance arrangements. The commission, chaired by Cllr Ed Davie, is on-going and meets
on a monthly basis to scrutinise the corporate improvement actions going forward and to
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present critical challenge; in particular during this initial stage focus has been on driving up
performance and drill down into the robustness of presented information. The commission has
also looked at discrete areas of good practice and heard from invited guests.
In the second phase of its work the commission intends a more dedicated approach to learning
from external experience - covering both professionals in the children services sector and
other experts but also talking with service users, carers, community members, and the
voluntary sector.
Accessibility of Council Services Commission
Membership: Cllr Christopher Wellbelove (co-chair), Cllr Marsha de Cordova (co-chair) and
Cllr Rob Hill
Accessibility of council services by all members of our community is extremely important.
This commission, co-chaired by Councillor Christopher Wellbelove and Councillor Marsha de
Cordova, was established in early 2016 in order to assess how residents with accessibility
needs are catered for in the current Lambeth online environment and establish
recommendations for improvement.
The commission has so far looked at the current and planned activity taking place in this
field in Lambeth and gathered information on national standards and benchmarking.
Members also conducted visits to a library and a housing office in the borough to see firsthand the measures currently in place to facilitate equality of access, from specialist
keyboards and software to staffing protocols, assess how well these were working, and
identify the barriers facing those with specific accessibility needs.
The commission plans to hold its main evidence session, observing residents with particular
needs undertaking specifically chosen online customer journeys, in summer or autumn 2016,
in order that its recommendations can be reported by the end of the year.
9. Joint Scrutiny
As noted in the introduction, the Overview and Scrutiny Committee holds a statutory
responsibility to scrutinise health arrangements in the borough. Members of the committee
visited Kings College Hospital in October 2015 and met with the Chairman Sir Bob Kerslake
to discuss a range of issues including the recent CQC inspection and actions to be taken by
the trust. Informal links and networks with health partners continue to be maintained through
the OSC chair and vice chair (health and wellbeing) and the lead scrutiny officers; and as cochairs of the Black Health and Wellbeing Commission (which reported in 2014) Cllr Davie
and Cllr Dyer have continued to be actively involved in follow up to ensure the
implementation of recommendations. Cllr Jacqui Dyer represents Lambeth OSC at the South
East London CCG Stakeholder Reference Group which tests and facilitates better
engagement on pan-SEL health projects or major strategic issues that impact across many
CCGs.
Where health service changes are proposed which impact across borough boundaries,
these are considered via joint health overview and scrutiny committee arrangements (JOSC)
involving consideration of proposals by councillors appointed from the boroughs affected. In
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2015/16 two JOSCs were established, and Cllr Jacqui Dyer and Cllr Robert Hill were
appointed as the Lambeth representatives to both.
(1) Our Healthier South East London JOSC
Our Healthier South East London is a five year strategy which aims to improve health and
care across south east London. The programme is led by the six NHS Clinical
Commissioning Groups (CCG) in the region: Bexley, Bromley, Greenwich, Lambeth,
Lewisham, Southwark, and accordingly the JOSC comprises two members from each of
these six boroughs. The six CCGs and NHS England are working together to respond to
local health needs and aspirations, address challenges around quality of care, reduce health
inequalities and deliver a health care system which is clinically and financially sustainable.
Six priorities have been identified for improvement - Community based care; Planned care;
Urgent and emergency care; Maternity; Children and young people; Cancer. The JOSC is
looking at the associated proposals for each consecutively, questioning on delivery and the
issues for local communities, and presenting challenge.
Three formal meetings of the JOSC have been held so far with venues rotating to each
borough in turn. Whilst the proposed model of care for each of the programme priorities has
been subject to discussion with the JOSC, the NHS expectation at this stage of the
programme is that only proposals for Planned Care will require formal public consultation.
This is likely to take place in late 2016 and the JOSC will continue to scrutinise activities.
(2) Place of Safety JOSC
The Place of Safety JOSC considered proposals by South London and Maudsley NHS
Foundation Trust (SLAM) to change the current service model of place of safety provision
within the Trust. A Place of Safety is a facility for people who are detained under S.136 of
the Mental Health Act 1983 and awaiting assessment. The proposal was to change from one
Place of Safety sited in each of the four boroughs where SLAM provides mental health
services - Lambeth, Southwark, Lewisham, Croydon – to a single dedicated Place of Safety
based at the Maudsley Hospital, Denmark Hill and comprising six suites.
The JOSC heard that SLAM has had difficulty maintaining the availability of places of safety,
resulting in the suites being closed regularly. During the period January 2015 through to
August 2015, the Trust was unable to provide any place of safety to the Police on 40
occasions. The aim of the proposed model is to ensure that an assessment facility is always
available 24/7; that assessment is carried out speedily and that the environment in which
people are received is modern, welcoming and fit for purpose for all ages including children
and young people.
Arising from the scrutiny of proposals, the JOSC identified that there were a number of
issues to be resolved and recommended that SLAM needed to undertake a comprehensive
engagement exercise to include further financial feasibility and reasoning to support a single
place of safety and address key logistics, including legal agreements across the four
boroughs and patient issues such as transport. SLAM has now provided this plan and it has
been signed off by the JOSC.
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